Sprinkles on Top Shaker Card Tutorial
For the cupcake lover in all of us.
Supplies:
Stamp Set(s), Ink & Coloring Accessories:
Create-A-Cupcake & Remembering Your Birthday
by Stampin’ Up
Chocolate Chip Ink Pad by Stampin’ Up
Cutting Files:
Sprinkles on Top by Katydid Cards
Card Stock:
(8 ½” x 11” unless otherwise specified)
Chocolate Chip, Pink Pirouette & Whisper White
by Stampin’ Up
Daffodil Delight, Garden Green, Marina Mist, Pumpkin Pie &
Rose Red markers by Stampin’ Up
Other Paper Products:
Window Sheet
Medium White Envelope
Dies, Embossing Folders & Punches:
1” Circle
1 1/4” Scallop Circle
Other Accessories:
Paper Trimmer by Fiskars
Bone Folder
Mono Permanent Adhesive by Tombow
Stampin’ Dimensionals by Stampin’ Up
Mini Glue Dots by Glue Dots
Ranger Glossy Accents or Tombow Multi-Purpose Adhesive
Heavy Duty Mounting Tape by 3M
Adhesive Remover by Xyron
Non-Stick Craft Sheet by Ranger
Titanium Micro-Tip Easy Action Scissors 5” by Fiskars
Miscellaneous Accessories:
Multi-Color Sprinkles
Note: For additional images, please check the Gallery at www.katydidcards.com

Assembly Instructions:
1. Cut the Cupcake card pieces using the template provided. The template is color coordinated to show
which pieces should be cut from the Chocolate Chip, Pink Pirouette and Window Sheet.
2. Score the card base in the center, fold and burnish with a Bone Folder.
3. Using the Digital Create-A-Cupcake sprinkle stamp, color sprinkles randomly with Daffodil Delight,
Garden Green, Marina Mist, Pumpkin Pie and Rose Red. If you don’t have the MDS file, you can
draw lines on the cupcake icing base to represent sprinkles. Using the image as a guide, draw the
Rose Red lines in the icing. When complete, attach to the front of the Chocolate Chip card base.
4. Attach the Window Sheet to the Icing Top Ring (make sure they’re facing the same direction as the
icing base) with Glossy Accents or Tombow Liquid Adhesive. You need to ensure a strong bond to
keep the shaker contents contained. Set the piece aside to allow to dry. Add some weight on top to
ensure a good strong seal; an acrylic block would work perfectly.
5. Using the Heavy Duty Mounting Tape, cut thin strips and line them around the back of the icing
ring. Be sure not to leave any open spaces between the pieces of frame. Dust the side edges of the
tape with powder to reduce the tackiness.
6. Place the sprinkles centered on the icing base, flattened and well away from the sides, remove the
protective covering from the Mounting Tape, carefully line up and attach over the icing base. Refer
to the image and tips on how to create the perfect shaker for the amount of sprinkles to place inside
the shaker; too many will prevent the contents from moving the way they should in a shaker.
7. Attach the brown cherry base over the shaker top with Tombow Mono Adhesive and then the
cherry over that with dimensionals.
8. Attach Shaker top to the front of the Chocolate Chip card base with Tombow Mono Adhesive. The
shaker extends beyond the edge of the card, so dry fit first to make sure you don’t put adhesive on
the exposed area.
9. Attach the Chocolate Chip cupcake bottom to the card base with dimensionals. Make sure you
avoid placing dimensionals over the slots as you don’t want them to show through on the front.

10. Print the greeting provided in the template on Whisper White card stock (or create your own with
your favorite round stamp) and punch with the 1” Circle Punch.
11. Punch Pink Pirouette with the 1 1/4” Scallop Circle Punch; attach the circle greeting with
dimensionals then center and attach them on the cupcake bottom, also with dimensionals.
12. On the interior panel, stamp the Remembering Your Birthday sentiment in Chocolate Chip. Create
random sprinkles as you did on the icing base.
13. Decorate your envelope with the Create-A-Cupcake stamp or another cupcake stamp in your stash.
14. Enjoy your card!
Note: A Silhouette Design Studio V3 cut file is available upon request.
Want to take this card up a notch? Try one of these ideas:


Add some Pink Pirouette ribbon across the front…it would look great pleated in opposite directions
on either side of the greeting.



Cut the cherry bottom from Red Glimmer Paper.



Or coat the cherry bottom with Crystal Effects

Hints & Tips:


The Mounting Tape is much easier to shape if you remove the protective covering first. If you do
this, you must be careful to keep from getting anything on the tape to impact adhesion.
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